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REPORTING�IN�FROM...

William Sternberg began a wagon company at the turn of the 20th century

and eventually started putting engines in them. When WWI struck, he tried

to sell his trucks to the French but they refused the German-named com-

pany “Sternburg Trucks Company” so William changed the name to Ster-

ling and sold his trucks to the British. The company sold to White Motor

Company in the 1950s and production stopped shortly after. 

Ronald Waltenspiel keeps the trucks alive in Healdsburg, CA.

IN�THIS�ISSUE

ON THE FRONT: This 1947 Sterling log
truck is owned by Ronald Waltenspiel and
was on display at the Redwood Region
Logging Conference in Ukiah, California.
The truck has a Page trailer and a wooden
reach. If the reach broke, they always had
plenty of wood to make a new one.  

See “A Bright History”
starting on Page 4
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RONALD
WALTENSPIEL
A dry fruit farmer by trade for
58 years, Waltenspiel has 20
Sterling trucks from the origi-
nal company’s production
ranging in years from 1917
to 1953. He has restored ten
of the trucks and has a full-
time mechanic, Stephen
Paul, working on the Sterling
trucks. Two of those trucks
are Sterling log trucks that
have wooden reaches and
plenty of stories from years of
service. 

STERLING
TRUCKS

16. LOG A LOAD FOR KIDS
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4 RONALD WALTENSPIEL’S STERLING TRUCK COLLECTION - HEALDSBURG, CA.

story by brandon Hansen
Photos by kevin core

For Log Trucker

The reason ronald Walten-
spiel collects rare old Sterling
Trucks is simple.

“nobody else was fiddling
with them,” Waltenspiel, a dry
fruit farmer by trade, said.

The Healdburg, Ca resident
has a collection of 20 Sterling
Trucks, with most of them being
stored in buildings he owns
around his farm. While he ad-
mits that a few are out in the
weather, they’re all slated to be
restored. 

Sterling trucks are rare for a
variety of reasons. The company
was sold to White motor Compa-
ny in 1953, and then the line
was discontinued shortly after-
ward. Sterling trucks were com-
plex with a degree of personal
craftsmanship that you don’t see
from a modern-day assembly
line - only about 12,000 trucks
were made before the merger
with White.

Waltenspiel has been collect-
ing Sterlings for about 12 years
but the history of the company

stretches back to the dawn of the
20th century when William
Sternberg began a wagon com-
pany.

“Then they began putting mo-
tors in their wagons and went
from there,” Waltenspiel said. 

in 1916, Sternberg tried to
sell trucks to France during the
first World War, but they
wouldn’t bite. 

“They said we don’t buy

trucks from germans, for obvi-
ous reasons,” Waltenspiel said. 

So Sternberg turned his atten-
tion to the english - and turned
his company name to Sterling. 

Waltenspiel found his first
old Sterling truck over a decade
ago in a truck magazine and de-
cided to bring himself home a
project. 

“i said to myself i’d better fix
it so i brought it in my shop and

tore it all apart,” Waltenspiel
said. “my wife came in and
asked if i knew where all the
parts went. i said no.” 

But he persevered and even-
tually got the truck all back to-
gether. Waltenspiel learned a
valuable lesson - however - of
taking photos of the truck as-
sembled beforehand.    

Sterlings range from medium
to heavy trucks and Walten-
spiel’s collection ranges from
1917 to 1953.

“You can’t tear things apart
and then go down to the au-
toparts store to get a part,” Wal-
tenspiel said. “a half day can
just evaporate working on these
things.” 

Working is exactly was Wal-
tenspiel plans on doing. He said
that his wife ruth took a class
on aging and that in some indus-
tries, the average time of people
passing away after retiring is a
year and a half.

“if something doesn’t get you
motivated to get out of the bed
in the morning, you’re going to

(continued on Page 11)

See “Sterling”

Rare Sterling trucks find home on Ronald Waltenspiel’s farm 

SITTING IN THE SHOP is a 1948 Sterling
truck with modern running gear that Ronald
Waltenspiel still uses around his dry farm in
Healdsburg, California. The truck has a 350
Cummins engine and Late model KW rears. 

A�BRIGHT�HISTORY

“Nobody 
else was 

fiddling with
them”

THERE’S PLENTY OF CHROME ON THIS 1928 Sterling. The radiator and
cap for this truck has a little more style to it than your normal work truck. 
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INDUSTRIAL, LLC
LOG TRAILERS
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CALL (208) 877-1714
������"!�� �(��"�! ��&���-�������&+�	
���� �(,������	��	

������������������������� 	����������	�����
���
��

BUILT DURING WORLD WAR 1, this 1917
Sterling truck is one of the first trucks to bear
the name “Sterling” as company owner William
Sternberg had to change the name from his 
German last name to sell them to the British. 
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Advanced Hydraulic Supply
������������� �=�5'.4'���/13,#.&�������	
�

1-877-887-1730 • (503) 289-0354

9��40'1*/1��$1#2*/.��'2*23#.%'
9��-01/5'&��'15*%'� '-0'1#341'�3/���:�������:���
9��*()��,'7*$*,*38
9��*()� '.2*,'�; '73*,'<��1#*&��#8'1 • BUMPERS • STACKS • LED LIGHTS

• CHROME • FLAPS • FENDERSYour Home
for Chrome!

CHROME BUMPERS
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������������������������
��	��� ��� ���� ���!��#!�����
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I-5 Exit 263
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Monday-Friday: 8:00-5:30503-463-0500
WWW.TRUCKCHROME.COM	������������CATALOG!

�!#��#�(
	�	�

MOJO POLISH
SALE PRICE $13.95

Come in 
for all your clean &

polish needs!

Come see us at the
National Convention 

ATHS Truck Show
� ���������(������%��

In Store Specials & 
Special Saturday Store 

Hours for the show!

6 43

ITS A LITTLE DIFFERENT IN THE BACK as Sterling trucks are
known to have worm gear differentials that according to Walten-
spiel allow the trucks to “climb up a cliff.” He is a bit reserved as
to getting into them, though. “I would love to take one apart but I
don’t dare to because I’d never get it back together,” he said. “It
was expensive to build and maintain. The just couldn’t do it. I
look at these trucks and you can tell somebody wrote down the
plan on paper and used a lathe to build them.” 

This 1935 Sterling came from Washington state but
had previously hauled fruit in Californa.

Special Thanks to our friends
Mel and David Ford 

of Redwood Valley, California for
helping us set up this exclusive

look at this unique 
STERLING TRUCK COLLECTION 
owned by Ronald Waltenspiel
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�����	�������������������
�
800-786-6463 *�(360) 532 4600

Stop by and ask for the
"LOGGER'S SPECIAL"
for thisDD

TRAEGERTRAEGER
JUNIOR JUNIOR 
PROPRO

pellet grillDD

We have Stihl & Husqvarna chainsaws,
a full wire rope & rigging shop,  

work clothes, calk boots, and much more.

#1

G. W. GANNON EQUIPMENT
���	�������� �����
���������������

�
������ ����� �� �����!� (541) 928-5244
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G. W. GANNON EQUIPMENT
���	�������� �����
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�
������ ����� �� �����!� (541) 928-5244
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ELECTRIC SCALE LOG TRAILERS & BUNKS FOR SALE

THE STERLING TRUCK COLLECTION has become a
full-time job. “You can’t tear things apart and then

go down to the autoparts store to get a part,”
Ronald Waltenspiel (above) says, “A half day can

just evaporate working on these things.” Waltenspiel
has a full-time mechanic, Stephen Paul (right), who

works on the trucks with plenty of gusto. “I’ve
known him since he was two-foot tall,” Waltenspiel

said. “He’s a hell of a mechanic.”   
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WHOLESALE TRUCK PARTS & EQUIP.

	���������
NORTHWEST HEADQUARTERS
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REBUILT  TRANSMISSIONS
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DETROIT SERIES “60”
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�822/36��"'>6�� CALL!

We Specialize in
REPOWER FRAME CLIPS

DUMP BOXES AVAILABLE, 14’ - 16’
CALL FOR PRICING!
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ABOVE: The 1941 Sterling tanker truck is just one of 20 trucks in the collection for
Waltenspiel. There’s no yellow pages if you want somebody to work on these trucks.
Waltenspiel has two pages with names of contacts who are skilled enough and will-
ing to work the old trucks. 

BELOW: A 1928 Sterling truck sits at the ready - ready to go back to
its career of hauling raisins. “You have to have such a wide skill set to
work on these trucks,” he said. “Leatherworking, working on sheet
metal, lathe work.”
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CHAINING UP HAS A WHOLE NEW
MEANING HERE as this 1927 Sterling has
a chain drive to bring power to the rear
tires. Drivers would bring along spare
chains just in case of a breakage. Ronald
Waltenspiel even found a belt-driven
Cummins engine that was a switch engine
on a locomotive. Note the wood in the
cab. “I had a guy say he drove a Sterling
truck 40 years ago and hated it. Since
there was wood in the cab, he couldn’t
close the doors in the winter because the
wood constricted and he couldn’t open
them in the summer because they ex-
panded. I was like ‘40 years ago and he
still hates them? Boy he holds a grudge’”

LOG�TRUCKER�

VIDEO
Use your smartphone to

download a QR code reader
app and scan this square to
see Ronald’s Waltenspiel’s
1947 Sterling Log Truck.



pass quickly,” he said. “The guys
that work at CaT or uPS pass
away quickly after retirement. if
people had a job that was their
whole life and they retire, it’s a
problem for them because they
don’t have any hobbies.” 

and to say collecting Sterling
trucks was a hobby would be a
bit of an understatement. For ex-
ample, a 1917 Sterling truck
took Waltenspiel years to restore
because everything original on it

simple doesn’t exist in any parts
catalog anymore. 

“i had to cast parts,” Walten-
spiel said. “i had to find a
foundry, find the pattern for the
part and collecting these is a
black hole of money and time.” 

He even has a full-time me-
chanic, Stephen Paul, who has
bought in on the Sterling collect-
ing fun. 

“i’ve known him since he was
two-foot tall,” Waltenspiel said of
Paul. “He’s a hell of a mechanic.”

Paul asked Waltenspiel for a
job after he graduated high

school and the collector knew ex-
actly what would be the perfect
fit for him. Paul went to
WyoTech first and now works on
trucks that have been around
decades before he was born. 

“You have to have such a wide
skill set to work on these trucks,”
Waltenspiel said. “leatherwork-
ing, working on sheet metal,
lathe work.” 

He also has two full pages of
contacts of people with the abili-
ty - and the want - to work on
these rare trucks or work on
parts for them. 

“We had some guys from
Cummins come out one time and
i asked them a few questions
about the engines and they
replied ‘i’ve only been with the
company for 20 years, you’re ask-
ing about things that are 50
years old,’” Waltenspiel said with
a laugh. 

Waltenspiel has been farming
58 years himself and has 10
Sterling trucks restored so far,
including two log trucks. The
1950 heavy Sterling trucks he
found were “the most beat up
trucks of the bunch.” 

“They were off-highway
trucks so this was broke and that
was broke when normally it
wouldn’t be,” Waltenspiel said.
“The trucks were just loaded
heavy and they took a pound-
ing.”

He came across one of the log
trucks after an old logger died in
oregon and his brother sold the
truck. The Sterling log trucks
featured wooden reaches and
Waltenspiel was able to get the
wooden “part” from david Hull
lumber Company.

“everything had a wooden
reach back them,” he said. “if it
broke you just got another log
and made another one.” 

Some models of Sterling
trucks featured unusual rear
ends with worm differentials. it
was a three limited slip differen-
tial with a 12-inch arch. accord-
ing to Waltenspiel, “they could
climb up cliffs.”

“i would love to take one
apart but i don’t dare do it be-
cause i’d never get it back to-
gether,” Waltenspiel said. “it
was expensive to build and main-
tain. They just couldn’t do it. i
look at these trucks and you can
tell somebody wrote down the
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Sterling

(continued from Page 4)
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888-222-5201
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(continued on Page 13)

See “Sterling”
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/������������"�)���&&��(+%%�( ������	���
/ ��
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/ �	����
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/ ����	 ��� '���(+%)��&&��������������
���
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��#�#&�"!%�������Parting Out

ENGINES / TRANSMISSIONS
Check With Us Before You Buy!
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MILLER TRUCK SALVAGE L.L.C.
DIESEL TRUCKS & PARTS

�
��
�����������������/��������������������
“Specializing in ’70’s thru 90’s”

(503) 283-1797
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(+%)��&&��
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����+$�

$!%)���
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$4500
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Parting Out Only

� �� ����������"�����&���! 
� !��!�"� 

� 	�$���� ������

� �������������#�!�����!&

FINANCING THE FUTUREFINANCING THE FUTURE

Call MIKE LOBB Today!
���������

Let us show you how we can help
)nance your major overhaul

������������	
�������������	���������������������	�����

���������������	�������������������������������
��
��������� �������������������� ��"!��� ������������&�"�
��"�����!����� ���� ��%������������� �!��������  
 ����������!���� �#����

503-784-3935 �������• 971-204-0038 ���
��
�����
 ��������$��!������ �����%������������������������"�#������� "��������	����

#1

STERLING TRUCKS
feature Roots blow-
ers which give the
vehicles a unique
sound. “You can
hear that engine

barking and coming
from a long ways

away,” Ronald Wal-
tenspiel said. “They

sing, especially
when you put them
under a load.” The
275 engines on the
trucks had flat cams
that held the valves

on longer to get
more air. 
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LINCOLN INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION, INC.

��
��#$�%�#�! #!$�� !�$#� <����!# ������"��%��

1-800-492-6122
��! �=�$!!��#  $�#������� %�&�� <����� ��
�����
�����! ������	�	������

�����������������������

<�#')31'��%�
<��32,9.+:��%�
<�"',0+����

<�%33*0'2*��%�
<��30'00'���!
<��(+5*++2��%�

��� ���� �������������KEEP THINK-N-LINCOLN �������	����������	���������
���"#"��������"�������#"

LINCOLN 
Truck Bodies & Trailers

�+:�"-357
�3,��32,��3,
#58)/��+'5�:.7-
$4*'7+*�#5'.0+56


��;0+��32,
�3,�#5'.0+5

	��;0+�
�32,��3,
#58)/���

#5'.0+5��')/',+

���;0+�
�32,��3,�#5'.0+5�

IN STOCK,
3 axle long log trailer
with updated reverse

caster 3rd axle, 2 axle
stick pup trailer and 2

axle long log trailer ready
to pull a pup trailer

plan on paper and used a lathe
to build them.” 

Calling them “hellish engi-
neers,” Waltenspiel said you
needed a machinist back then
that knew how to make them. 

“i grew up around loggers
and they’d run the rear end un-
til it caused problems, dropped
the brass out and flipped it over
and ran it a couple more years,”
Waltenspiel said. 

The trucks would also have
dual chain drives and drivers
could just bring along spare
chains in case of a break. Wal-
tenspiel even found a belt-driv-

en Cummins engine that was a
switch engine on a locomotive.

The 275 engines on the
trucks with root blowers made
a unique noise that isn’t some-
thing you commonly hear from
today’s engines. They had flat
cams that held the valves on
longer to get more air. 

“You can hear that engine
barking and coming from a long
ways away,” Waltenspiel said.
“They sing, especially when you
put them under a load.” 

Waltenspiel knows more
than anyone as he had two re-
stored 1950s Sterlings he uses
to haul grapes on his farm. They
have modern running gear - well
running gear from the 1950s

that Waltenspiel says is modern
to him - and haul 80,000 pounds
worth of grapes down to the
winery from the vineyards. 

They have 335 Cummins in
them with a five speed main
box. 

“it’s fun to drive them,” Wal-
tenspiel said. “You’re driving 10-
15 miles to the winery and i
bring a book or a newspaper
while i wait to be unloaded.” 

Waltenspiel began driving
trucks at age 16, delivering oil
to farmers but figured after a
summer of doing that he
couldn’t become a long-haul
driver. The trips down to the
winery, however, are a nice
change up. 

“i get to meet a lot of differ-
ent people collecting these
trucks and i enjoy the mechani-
cal side of things,” Waltenspiel
said. 

When Waltenspiel’s wife
ruth went to university of Cali-
fornia Senoma State, she took
history while he farmed. He said
he’s also in the history game by
collecting these trucks.

“and she looked at me fun-
ny,” Waltenspiel said. “But i ex-
plained to here after spending 4-
5-6 years with these trucks you
get attached to these. She went
for a ride in one of the 1917

Sterling

(continued from Page 11)

(continued on Page 15)

See “Sterling”
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������&� ���'����%�# �� #�����!# �������"�!�

�� $����� ��������!����"����(������ ���
Ask for Tim  • 503-245-3345 or 888-821-4717 •  Tigard, Oregon


����������	�����������������
��������������T.W. MORGAN INSUR

ANCE SERVICES

���������

• Log Trucks
• Dump Trucks
• Tow Trucks
• Truckers General Liability & Cargo Available
• Short & Long Haul Trucking ���������������������������������������

• DOT Fuel Bonds
• Chip Trucks
• Sand & Gravel Trucks

90% of Our Quotes Save Our Callers $$$WHAT ABOUT YOU?

&���	����
������������������	'

   

Sold & Serviced by
L&M Truck Sales, Inc.
4001 E. Boone Ave.
Spokane, WA 99202
800-796-9813
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WELCOME LOGGERS TO THE 2016 ILC

14 35

THERE’S NO ON-BOARD GPS IN THESE TRUCKS. ABOVE: Here’s the in-
terior of a 1930 Sterling (above left), a more “modernized” dash in a 1948
Sterling (above right and below).  

LOGGERSWORLD.COM

Check us out online!
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P.O. BOX 668 • WILBUR, OR 97494

������� (541) 673-1166
�
��	� ������������������������ 1-800-452-1234

www.whitlogtrailers.com

���������

WE ARE NOW ON FACEBOOK!
Check out all the pictures and 

Like Our Page!

Babich Trucking, �"������#�� �"� �	�� �7(3+� �,;� 	��� %./9��4-
#�%������43-��4--,7�;/9.��(9*./3-�$7:*0��6:/52,39���:8942��1:2/3:2��()
"(*0���4:)1,�$(5,7�!���7(2,��,9(*.��(3+��:*.��47,���Thanks Henry!!

Miller Timber Services Inc,  ������$����"� �	���7(3+��,;�	��
#������#.479��4--,7�;/9.��(9*./3-�$7:*0��6:/52,39���:8942��1:2/3:2
�()�"(*0��$/55,7��4:39��(3+��:*.��47,���Thanks Lee & John!!

Gyppo Logging, �"��$#  �##�� �"� �7(3+� �,;� 	��� %./9��4-
#�%������43-��4--,7�;/9.��(9*./3-�$7:*0��6:/52,39���:8942��1:2/3:2
�()�"(*0��!���38,79�#9/3-,7��(3+��:*.��47,���Thanks Mike!!

Jeremy Hedgpeth, ���# ��&���"� �7(3+��,;�	���%./9��4-
#������ #.479� �4--,7� ;/9.� �(9*./3-� $7:*0� �6:/52,39� /3*1:+/3-
�:8942�#9,,1��()�"(*0���Thanks Jeremy & Amy!!

��������������	
�������
�������

trucks and then realized how great it was to be
in something nearly 100 years old and it’s still
running on the road.” 

People will come up to Waltenspiel some-
times -  whether it’s the roots blower that tips
them off or just the look of the truck - to tell
him that they too use to drive a Sterling truck. 

“i had one guy say he drove a Sterling truck
40 years ago and hated it,” Waltenspiel said.
“Since they had wood in the cab, he couldn’t
close doors in the winter because the wood con-
stricted and he couldn’t open the doors in the
winter because they expanding. i was like ‘40
years ago and he still hates them? Boy he
holds a grudge.’” 

Sterlings, true to life with their custom na-
ture, would have wood in the cab and wood in
the frame. many were adjusted and made for
whatever the buyer needed them for. The line
eventually came to an end in the 1950s after
being sold to White motor Company. 

“The Peterbilts and Kenworths had adjust-
ed to the markets and continued to change
their product while Sterlings stayed the same
and eventually they stopped making them.” 

But at least they have a place nowadays - at
the farm of Waltenspiel - and they’ll certainly
turn heads at the handful of shows that he vis-
its a year. 

no bad for something that nobody was in-
terested in. 

THE NEXT BIG PROJECT for Waltenspiel is building a 1939 Model J truck from a collection of parts. Wal-
tenspiel has a 3D system and photos of what the truck should look like since examples are pretty rare.
Only 100 of the Model J trucks were made in the pre-war period. 

Sterling

(continued from Page 13)



by sherri Hansen

The 19th annual log a load For Kids dinner
& auction was held in lake Chelan, Washing-
ton on march 25.

The evening started with dinner, then a pre-
sentation from maureen Wilson, Seattle Chil-
dren’s Hospital and Kirsten Carlile, Sacred
Heart Children’s Hospital. maureen introduced
the Johnson family from Yakima, their son was
in Seattle Children’s Hospital.

We sold roses to the attendees at the door
and then started the silent auction with 95 item
packages and then the famous dessert auction
of 13 desserts which raised $25,250.00, 36 items
for the live auction and sold our log a load For
Kids Toy wooden log trucks.

The auction raised $72,474.00 for our local
Children’s Hospitals, Seattle Children’s Hospi-
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WE OFFER:
•General Truck
Repair

•Complete Diesel 
Engine Service
Cat - Cummins - Detroit 

•Hendrickson
Rebush Center

�+")���$+#/'"(0,+�
����$/'$0
�.2!)'6$/��$!*0

�"��"!*)$��'#��( %&"()
�������� ��
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�!/��'+0��41/!

$1275
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NEW
ARRIVALS

Cummins N-14E
Navistar 466E

16 33
WASHINGTON STATE LOG A LOAD FOR KIDS

19th�Annual
Auction�A
Huge�Success
Log a Load For Kids raises $72,474 
for local Children’s Hospitals with an-
nual dinner and auction in Lake Chelan

(continued on Page 17)

See “Log A Load”

THE LOG A LOAD FOR
KIDS DINNER AND AUC-
TION took place March 25
in Lake Chelan, Wash. Log
a Load puts 100 percent of
the money raised to local
Children’s Hospitals.  
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FOR LOGGING OR DUMP TRUCKS

FENDER KITS
�.),$+%��-2,1%$�&-/��%+&��1%%/),'
�25)+)!/6��5+%0���3!)+!"+%�4)1(
�),01/2#1)-,0�1-�),01!++�)1�6-2/0%+&

-/�4%�#!,�$-�)1�&-/�6-2�

WE SELL and
INSTALL THEM!

CALL US!

P.O. Box 5701 503-363-0892
Salem, OR 97304 fax 503-362-5435

���������

With Rebuilt Axle or your Axle.
Call for your Application

IInn SSttoocckk NNooww !!
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�20.%,0)-,�!,$��)/��!/10�),
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�21(-/)7%$������������%!+%/�
�%�#!//6�.!/10�!,$�./-3)$%�0%/3)#%
&-/�!++�6-2/����������8,%%$0

NEW Silent Drive 
Ultra Flex Series UF-1013-1B
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���-�-!��-+!!-���/%-����)""�������,���$!$�'%,�����
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CUSTOM BUILD or EEXXCCHHAANNGGEE

#
1

GEAR BOX Inc.

Let us Lower Your Cost Per Mile 
with our 

High Quality Time & Material Rebuilds


$"%!�(��� "���
��(�& �!����) !�

�# (�
$"�'�* (����
��
�����������
������	�������

tal and Sacred Heart Children’s
Hospital in Spokane. 100 per-
cent of all funds raised goes di-
rectly to our local children’s hos-
pitals.  

The log a load For Kids

committee would like to thank
all of our supporters and we
look forward to seeing everyone
next year for our 20th annual
dinner and auction at the Tu-

lalip resort Casino in Tulalip,
Washington on march 24, 2017.
For more information about

log a load For Kids Founda-
tion, please visit:  www. loga-
load.org or contact 

Sherri Hansen – Chair
log a load For 
Kids Foundation
P.o. Box 168
2464 Quarry Browns lake 
Chewelah, Wa  99109
509-935-4515

Log a Load

(continued from Page 16)

AT THE AUCTION WAS ALSO a dessert auction
which raised $25,250 and the total amount raised at
the event was $72,474. The next dinner  happens in
Tulalip, Washington on March 24, 2017.

Log�a�Load�For�Kids

19th�Annual
Auction



This photo shows “Bill Waggoner” at
the “Jones and Jones” mill dump.

The truck sure looks like a “Mack” to
me.  The photo shows two common

things of that time.  First, the hood
has been removed or 

at least part of it has been.  This
may have been intentional, as those
underpowered gas engines worked

hard and got hot.  Since the truck
did not travel too fast, removing part

or all of the hood allowed hot air to
escape a lot faster and the engine
could radiate a lot of excess heat.

Second, taking the door off could do
two things:  it would allow a lot cool-
er cab, and/or if the driver was on a
short haul it made getting in and out
all day long a lot easier. When I was

a kid, I saw the last of this.  I re-
member trucks in the late 1950’s
and early 1960’s with hood side
panels removed and I also saw

trucks pulling a hill while the driver
had the door wide open.  If the sun-
light was right, you’d see a massive
amount of heat waves coming from

the truck.  Similarly, the old
Yaquina Head Quarries of Agate

Beach, Oregon had a fleet of Ford
dump trucks.  Those hard-working
trucks hauled a load out of the pit
to the crusher, then moved under

the bunker and took a load out to a 
stockpile before going back to the

pit for another load.  The driver
doors were taken off brand new 

trucks since the drivers got in and
out several times an hour.  In the
summer, hoods were removed to 

help reduce heat build-up, and put
back on in the rainy season.
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I-5 & Exit 59 Toledo, WA 1-800-373-3719
���������	������
��������

������������ ��������
������������ ������

MAY SPECIALS MAY SPECIALS

����������������

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE:
WWW.WASHINGTONTRUCKREBUILDERS.COM

Kenworth 
Fuel Tanks,

Bands & Steps

All Sizes of 
Steps & Straps 

Starting at $129.99

NEW KW 120 gal.

Tank   $749.99

NEW Aftermarket 

HOOD NEED REPAIRED? CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 

SUPER
SINGLES
MICHELIN
XZN2

���
�������
�����������

NEAR NEW

$2998SET OF 4

LOGGERLOGGER

CONST.CONST.

������ ��	�	��
�������

$366.68 ea.

�������������
�����������

$410.31 ea.

��	���	��
����������

BLAST FROM�THE PASTBY QUINN J. MURK FOR LOGGERS WORLD

Leroy Davis sent me these three great old snapshots of  some of  his family’s logging operations out of  the Creswell, Oregon country.  
All of  the photos were taken in 1948.  He granted permission for me to share them with you.  Thank you, Leroy.

AT�THE�MILL

DUMP

CONTACT QUINN:

VIA EMAIL

ktmurk@centurylink.net

Or by Mail at:
P.O. Box 319

Siletz, OR 97380
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BLAST
FROM�
THE
PAST
BY QUINN J. MURK FOR
LOGGERS WORLD

SHORTY

GIBBS

ABOVE: This is a picture of his father’s logging operation near
Creswell, Oregon.  The truck in the picture is being loaded
with the Cat and an “A” frame.  Where the “A” frame logs
come together, a block is hung, and guy lines are attached.
The frame is leaning over the center of the truck.  A load line
is usually hung on the tow hook on the front of the Cat.  Two
short lines are shackled to the other end that has been run
through the block.  Then two “tongs” or a set of “end hooks”
are used on the logs being loaded.  The Cat skinner facing
the truck simply runs the tractor back and forth.  The logs are
easily pushed to either side of the load where they are need-
ed.  Back in its day it was really a very efficient way to load
logs, especially with a small crew.  By the way, the car is a
Ford Model “A” 2-door coupe.

LOADED�WITH
AN“A”

FRAME

LEFT: I really like this photo.  It
shows “Shorty Gibbs” hauling
“Rod Davis” logs on “Howe Lane”
near Creswell, Oregon.  Notice
the incredible load on those
cheese block bunks.  Before the
days of staked log bunks, many
old loaders could really put a load
together of smaller logs.  Two gut
wrapper chains are in the load,
three logs high, and then the next
layer and the peaker are placed
on them.  It looks like Shorty is all
humped over getting ready to
throw a chain over the whole
mess.  Also note that this is a sin-
gle axle truck with a wooden
reach.  Back in those old days,
those old timers were real truck-
ers, and yes, Shorty was really
short.  He was a couple of inches
less than five feet tall.

CONTACT QUINN:

VIA EMAIL

ktmurk@centurylink.net

Or by Mail at:
P.O. Box 319

Siletz, OR 97380
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183 STATE HWY. 508, NAPAVINE, WA.
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(800) 622-5170 • (360) 736-3344

KC TRUCK PARTS

Advanced Hydraulic and
Ind. Supply ................6

Alpine Industrial LLC .......5
American Truck Historical

Society ....................10
Business Equipment

Loans ......................12
G.W. Gannon Equipment 8
General Trailer ................3
Harbor Saw & Supply ......8
Knox-Douglas, Inc. ........17
L&M Truck Sales, Inc. ...14

Lincoln Industrial Supply..13
LKQ K.C. Truck Parts ....20
LKQ Wholesale Truck

Parts..........................9
Log Trucker Subscription10
Miller Truck Salvage

LLC..........................12
Pape Kenworth ..............11
Progressive Insurance

Co..............................7

Quality Diesel Parts.......16
Radiator Supply House,

Inc............................11
Scheller Diesel Service .16
Schott Parts &

Accessories...............6
The Gear Box Inc. .........19
Tim Morgan Insurance...14
Washington Truck

Rebuilders ...............18
Whit-Log, Inc. ................15

mAy 2016

AdverTisers index

FILTERS
Air • Fuel • Water • Oil • Hydraulic
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Williams Oil Filter Service Co.
WOFSCO, INC.
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2002 6×6 Int, ��
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����� ����� �#(%&�
�����������$#("���%�"���		��##'�%�����
�#(� ���%�!�����#('%����%&���"�$������
������	��%(���%��&($�%����%%+�'%(��������
���������������������������$35,000 ��+��%��

FOR SALE

��%!�"&��#�� ���(����*����

510-730-0529

1972 KW Log Truck !���
�������������	������������!��������������
����������������� �!�������� ����������
���������� � ���� ������� ������ !������ 	
������������������������������ ��������!����
�������������������������������������������$19,950
�	���
���

��	����

FOR SALE
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541-660-4459

2012 Peterbilt Glider,
�,7� " 1�� 
��	�!� 1/ ,,6�� 02.$/� ��
/$ /$,#0��#-2!*$�*-")$/0��
�	��'(1�*-&
&$ /�� *2+(,2+�$3$/61'(,&�� **�3(/&(,�/2!�
!$/�-,�#2/ !/(&'1�4'$$*0��$5"$**$,1�"-,�
#(1(-,��
�����+(*$0�� *-10�-%�$51/ 0��4(**
0$. / 1$������������$145,000 OBO

FOR SALE
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541-786-1446
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1'(,&� **��(/&(,�/2!!$/�-,�#2/ !/(&'1�4'$$*0�$5"$**$,1�"-,#(�
1(-,�
�����+(*$0��	��������" **��	�����	����*-10�-%�$51/ 0

1992 Kenworth, �	����
��,�&(,(*�����+)����.��  *% ++�%('"�%("
,*�#% *��* �%�"((��,*-�$��' .�!*(',�,#* +�
1971 Mack 10-yd.
Dump Truck

FOR SALE

� !!*# +��/������

541-784-8680

Eaton Spicer Super 40's, ���
�&$#(����� &��&�� ���&� �����&�#(��!� �'� !$� �&�
	���� &�(�$�� �#� ���!"�&'� �
� ')'%�#'�$#�
�#!,��		�����"�!�'�����!!���$)&�������
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